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this week the girls have set their sights on an apartment
that is just right for entertaining. video size: 644x414.
european bulldog cover girl (video), pornstars in amsterdam
(xrq3tov4szoh. avery brooks has gone to college and is
finally starting to live on her own. the girl have a party on
every other weekend. filthy tasty fuckers, anal babes.
chicks with huge boobs! see more of jennifer dark with her
big smile and tight little body! d-dynamite is a small, sweet
innocent looking high school girl, who just want a good big
cock pounding in her pussy and no strings attached.
euroticas on the prowl, hold the phone!! on this episode of
the fuck team five we're twisting it up with a little european
flavor, get your shit straight and enjoy the show cause
we're not taking any prisoners with the oh so fucking
tempting aletta ocean, the delicious jennifer dark, and the
silent killer helena sweet, with the sweet ass fucking body.
the girls are taking a tour around the city looking for a few
good men to pound, when they come across rob banks, a
beverly hills director shopping in rodeo drive, he's got a
little bit of cool and a slick mouth but all that shit is
meaningless when these girls are ready to go. he invites
the girls back to his mansion where he introduces the ladies
to his partner (d-dynamite) for some fuck team 5
poundings. lets just say that the girls came in and fucked
the brakes out these cats!!!! donna d, candy anderson,
pecy cole, gina valentina, mya mays were going to have
some fun with french babe gina valentina! she's fresh out
the shower and already getting hot and horny. check out
how the team handles those big natural tits and her tight
pussy. there's some drinking and a little wet throat. and
plenty of quality sucking and fucking! euroticas on the
prowl, hold the phone!! on this episode of the fuck team
five we're twisting it up with a little european flavor, get
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your shit straight and enjoy the show cause we're not
taking any prisoners with the oh so fucking tempting aletta
ocean, the delicious jennifer dark, and the silent killer
helena sweet, with the sweet ass fucking body. the girls are
taking a tour around the city looking for a few good men to
pound, when they come across rob banks, a beverly hills
director shopping in rodeo drive, he's got a little bit of cool
and a slick mouth but all that shit is meaningless when
these girls are ready to go. he invites the girls back to his
mansion where he introduces the ladies to his partner (d-
dynamite) for some fuck team 5 poundings. lets just say
that the girls came in and fucked the brakes out these
cats!!!!
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Fuck Team Five Euroticas On The Prowl (Jennifer Dark Aletta
Ocean Helena Sweet)

i don't really know how to get started on this one but let me
sum this shit up, if i could sum up the entire 3 hour plus
saga in one word it would have to be excellent,and if i'm

being honest that word almost doesn't do this shit justice. i
mean, fuck team five euroticas on the prowl is hot af, and
that's that, so here's the set up, all of the girls from earlier

have found their way back to the offices and this time
around they bring along the original fuck team five lead

(jennifer dark), the man behind the camera (kendall lynch),
and the newest fuck team five recruit (aletta ocean). [o]{ }
quick pit stop first, i was listening to one of my new favorite

songs yesterday new friends (lovely frankie) by jamie
minter and i must say that it is one of my favorite jamie

minter songs, and the video is so fucking hot i just had to
share it with you. this hot starlet jennifer dark has found her
way into the office and is getting down with the girls in the
bonus scenes today. jennifer dark is a gorgeous redhead
and she's got a nice body and one of those faces that just

screams fuck me hard. so as i was saying earlier, you might
be wondering when in the hell are we going to get to the
video? well there you go, it's here and it's hot, if you want
to see the video hit the link below, and as always you can

check out all of the photos on my picasa web album . [b]{ }
so back to the story, so the girls have found their way back
to the office and they are all getting ready to continue the

search for guys to pound, well while they are all getting
ready the girls notice something is up with kendall lynch,
apparently he's got a big secret and he's about to spill the
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beans. while kendall is being his chivalrous self and being
all secretive, the girls notice how tight his pants are, and

suddenly all the girls are eyeballing his ass and wondering
why a man would wear a pair of tight pants so that they

show a little bit of skin, but kendall is getting impatient and
he's about to tell them what he's been hiding, but the girls

decide to go with a ruse instead. 5ec8ef588b
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